Abstract: The crystal structure of the Li-exchanged form of natrolite, Li 1.6Na04AJ,Si301O . 2H20, was refined based on 568 F obs' R = 0.071. For comparison the structure of a natrolite, NazAJ,Si30lO· 2H10, was also refined (1278 F obs' R = 0.040). The diffraction data collected for K-natrolite were of insufficient quality, therefore a computer simulation of the K-form was based on the experimentally determined cell edges and space group. The mean rotation angles ljI of the chains (composed of 4 = 1 secondary building units) relative to the a and b cell axes are observed to be 250 (Li-compound), 240 (Na-compound) and 180 (K-compound). A detailed comparison shows that only the transformation to K-natrolite conforms approximately to the currently widely accepted model of rotating chains. Surprisingly the Li-form instead achieves the observed shortened cell constants a and b by a distortion of the chain itself, the rotation is only a secondary effect. Both cation exchanged forms display also shortened c-axes, which is an indication that the chains of 4 = I units are tilted and twisted within themselves. It is most likely that the angle of the hinge at the oxygen atom 02 is in Na-natrolite already at the lower attainable limit beyond wh ich it would become energetically unfavorable, and thus it cannot be reduced any furt her when the Na-natrolite is transformed by ion-exchange into a Li-natrolite.
Introduction
Natrolite, Na2AbSiJÜlO . 2H20, belongs to the group of fibrous zeolites. The essential features of its crystal structure were described by Pauling (1930) and its details were first worked out by Taylor et al. (1933) . The structures of the fibrous zeolites contain chains parallel to the crystallo graphic c direction composed of four-rings of te trahedra in which opposing tetrahedra are joined by a fifth tetrahedron. The chains are formed by connecting these secondary building units (called 4 = I by Meier & Olson, 1987) parallel to the fiber axis, which usually measures about 6.5 A. The chains are further connected to each other through the outer oxygen atoms 02 of the four rings into a three-dimensional framework of Si,AI coordination tetrahedra. When viewing the structure parallel c, channels of approximately 49DCW'fdi1e�rejm/2/6/0761 oval outline containing the water molecules and the sodium atoms become apparent between the chains (Fig. I) . We can take the arrangement of chains and oval pores looked at parallel to the c-direction as a distorted checkerboard pattern. If we imagine the joints between the black or the white fields as hinges, a cooperative clockwise and anticlockwise rotation of neighboring black fields will change the white fields first to a diamond, and finally to a line. The part of the hinges is played in the natrolite structure be the 02 atoms. The rotation angle If/, first introduced by Pauling (1930) , is 00 for the checkerboard pattern and 45 0 for the case of the completely folded-in white fields. If we compare the area covered by the chains (by ta king the quadrilateral between the four 02 atoms as its measure), with the area of the oval pares, the chains should cover 50 % of the area defined by the a and b axes in an unrotat-0935-1221/90/0002-0761 $ 2.25
